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Abstract—This paper proposes generalized context modeling
(GCM) for heterogeneous data compression. The proposed model
extends the suffix of predicted subsequences in classic context
modeling to arbitrary combinations of symbols in multiple di-
rections. To address the selection of contexts, GCM constructs
a model graph with a combinatorial structuring of finite order
combination of predicted symbols as its nodes. The estimated
probability for prediction is obtained by weighting over a class
of context models that contain all the occurrences of nodes in
the model graph. Moreover, separable context modeling in each
direction is adopted for efficient prediction. To find optimal class
of context models for prediction, the normalized maximum like-
lihood (NML) function is developed to estimate their structures
and parameters, especially for heterogeneous data with large
sizes. Furthermore, it is refined by context pruning to exclude
the redundant models. Such model selection is optimal in the
sense of minimum description length (MDL) principle, whose
divergence is proven to be consistent with the actual distribution.
It is shown that upper bounds of model redundancy for GCM are
irrelevant to the size of data. GCM is validated in an extensive
field of applications, e.g., Calgary corpus, executable files, and
genomic data. Experimental results show that it outperforms most
state-of-the-art context modeling algorithms reported.

Index Terms—Context modeling, heterogeneous data compres-
sion, minimum description length, model redundancy, model
selection.
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I. INTRODUCTION

C ONTEXT MODELING plays a significant role in most
compression applications, which maps the context space

into a parameter set constructed from statistics of the source. To
exploit the statistical dependencies in the source, context mod-
eling is parametrically represented in a probabilistic framework
that concerns the structure of context models with probability
assignment. In classical context modeling [1], [2], the optimal
model is selected with regard to its order , as each context is the
suffix of predicted subsequences. However, these suffix-based
techniques are greatly challenged in prediction and compres-
sion of heterogeneous data, e.g., image, video [3] and executable
files [4]. Heterogeneous data are composed of numerous data
streams with varying formats and partially unknown distribu-
tions, which are interlaced in a complexmanner. It is insufficient
to capture their statistics with classical sequential contexts. As
a consequence, the class of extensive models with multi-direc-
tional properties and combinatorial structures are adopted. For
such class of models, model selection with well-established in-
formation criterion is necessary to select its optimal subset for
prediction.
Context modeling methods can be traced back to fixed-order

predictors [5], [6], which perform asymptotically as well as
the best Markov predictor with fixed order . However, the
fixed-order assumption is undesirable because of its strong de-
pendency on the prior knowledge of . Consequently, classical
context modeling methods are typically based on the finite con-
text statistical algorithms incorporating variable-order Markov
models, where the optimal context model is selected by adap-
tively estimating its order. Among them, the state-of-the-arts
are prediction by partial match (PPM) [7], [8], and context tree
weighting (CTW) [9]. PPM utilized a set of finite order models
and adaptively switched from the higher to the lower to fit the
statistics of the source.While CTW estimated the weightedmix-
ture over all finite-order models to asymptotically approximate
the optimal one. Although these methods guarantee an asymp-
totic upper bound for prediction error, their performance is de-
graded in heterogeneous data compression. As an alternative,
preprocessing and adjusting of the contexts are adopted, e.g., in-
struction rescheduling and split-stream for executable files [4],
[10], dictionary-based preprocessing for genomic data [11], and
approximate contexts for natural images [12]. However, these
methods are restricted to specific sources, in that they depend
on the prior knowledge of the statistics of sources.
As an improvement for heterogeneous data, multi-directional

extension and combinatorial structuring of contexts are adopted
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to fully exploit the correlations of the interlaced data streams.
Through extending CTW, [13] developed adaptive bidirectional
context modeling for unknown discrete stationary sources.
Importing the concept of margin, [14] casted prediction task as
the problem of linear separation in Hilbert space and applied
machine learning techniques and online optimization to the
problem. Multi-directional extension of contexts are efficient
to describe sources with multiple underlying distributions,
but [15] demonstrated that CTW could not be extended to
represent contexts with three or more directions. The other
attempts focus on constructing contexts with arbitrary combi-
nation of predicted symbols. [16] extended CTW to recursive
context weighting for arbitrary position splitting, where the
set of all contexts were split at arbitrary position and a class
of models could be generated to describe the sources. [17]
and [18] improved CTW’s recursive weighting scheme with
switching distribution for the cases that the actual context
model does not live in the model class. [19] enumerated sets of
models with distinctive characterization and made an efficient
estimation by mixing all these models. However, well-formed
model selection methods are not utilized in such methods to
determine the optimal class of models from a wider variety
of context models. Consequently, their coding redundancies
cannot be tightly approximated for increasing models led by
combinatorial structuring of contexts.
For extensive context models led by multi-directional struc-

turing, the optimal class of models should be selected based on
the partial knowledge of heterogeneous data by specifying their
structures as well as orders. Model selection methods, e.g.,
Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC [20]), Bayes Information
Criterion (BIC [21]), and the Minimum Description Length
(MDL [22], [23]) principle, can evaluate the measurement of
prediction error and the cost of describing the model (stochastic
complexity) to select the proper context model in the model
class. Recently, MDL is desirable for prediction of hetero-
geneous data with varying formats and partially unknown
distributions, as it selects the optimal models for prediction
rather than estimate the actual distribution that generates the
heterogeneous data. MDL selects the optimal model that leads
to the best compression of the data by capturing the regularities
and structures of the source, especially when the data size and
number of source parameters are large enough [24]. Relating
with Shannon codelength assignment [25], MDL solves model
selection problem by estimating the parameters of probabilistic
models in the penalized likelihood form. MDL is firstly pro-
posed in a two-part form equivalent to BIC [26] by omitting
the cost terms independent of sequence size, which was later
demonstrated to be inconsistent under the noise with vanishing
variances [27]. As an alternative, the insight of one-part coding
was introduced to jointly encode the data sequence and the
optimal model parameters for predicting. It was applied in
the line of work of “MDL denoising [28], [29]”. Although
restricted to the closed-form maximum-likelihood estimation
(MLE), the one-part coding was proven to be consistent even
when the noise variance vanished [30]. For one-part coding,
normalized maximum likelihood (NML) distribution can be
estimated to find the optimal class of models [31]. MDL is
prevalent in a variety of signal processing applications, e.g.,
wireless sensor array processing [32], autoregressive models
[33], sparse coding [34], lossless image coding [35], and etc.

The interlaced correlations of heterogeneous data can be fur-
ther exploited for high-performance compression. For example,
horizontal, vertical, and spatial correlations in other directions
in images can be considered for precise adaptive prediction.
Executable files are composed of various data fields, e.g., in-
struction opcodes, displacements, and immediate data fields.
In genomic data compression, the correlations among approxi-
mate repeats of DNAnucleotides and regular non-repeat regions
can be jointly estimated. Therefore, improved context modeling
techniques with sophisticated model selection strategies tend to
benefit heterogeneous data compression.
The contribution of this paper is twofold. Firstly, the general-

ized context modeling (GCM) is proposed to establish contexts
for modeling heterogeneous data with multi-directional struc-
turing of predicted symbols. The proposed method extends the
context from the suffix of predicted subsequences to the com-
bination of arbitrary predicted symbols with arbitrary finite di-
rections. For selection of contexts, model graph is constructed
to represent the combinatorial structuring of contexts and regu-
larize their occurrence in the context models. In GCM, the class
of context models contains all the occurrences of nodes in the
model tree. Consequently, the estimated probability for predic-
tion is obtained by weighting over this model class. Separable
context modeling in each direction is also developed for effi-
cient context-based prediction.
Furthermore, MDL-based model selection for GCM is devel-

oped for the optimal class of context models. The selected class
of models is optimal in the MDL sense, where complexity van-
ishes with the growth of data size. For the sequential predic-
tion of heterogeneous data, sequentially normalized maximum
likelihood (SNML) function is adopted to estimate the struc-
tures and parameters of contexts for each symbol. When the
data size is large enough, SNML tends to asymptotically obtain
optimal structures and parameters of multi-directional contexts.
For compression, the model class is refined by context pruning
to exclude the redundant models, and subsequently tuned into
the optimal class of models. The additional model redundancy
led by multi-directional structuring is proven to vanish with the
growth of data size, which only depends on the number of direc-
tions and maximum order in each direction. For practical vali-
dation, GCM is applied into compression of the Calgary corpus
and the specific heterogeneous data, e.g., executable files and
genomic data.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section II provides the problem statement and introduces
the notations we use in the sequel. In Section III, the for-
mulation of the generalized context modeling is provided. In
Section IV, separable GCM is developed and the optimal class
of context models is selected in the sense of MDL principle.
Section V develops upper bounds of model redundancy led
by multi-directional extension and combinatorial structuring,
respectively. To determine model class for prediction, a con-
text pruning-based algorithm is developed in Section VI.
Experimental results are shown to evaluate the compression
performance in Section VII.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND NOTATION

In the remainder of this paper, we reserve normal symbols
to scalar variables and bold face symbols to vector variables.
Calligraphic symbols are used to represent sets of variables.
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Consider heterogeneous data generated by interlacing
data streams with an unknown random process . Denote

the -th data stream emitted from a stationary
Markov source with order that takes its value in an
alphabet . Hereby, we define the heteroge-
neous data by its generating process.
Definition 1 (Heterogeneous Data): Given the unknown

random process varying in time, each
symbol of is obtained from the -th data stream

for to by the following steps:
1) ,
2) ,
3) ,

where start from 1. Thus, it holds for that
i) and the depth ;
ii) is not wide sense stationary, as varies in time.

Thus, is also non-stationary.
Definition 1 shows that heterogeneous data generalizes

the formulation of piecewise stationary memoryless sources
[36]–[38] by arbitrarily segmenting into data streams
with rather than in a sequential manner. According to
Definition 1, can be predicted in a sequential procedure.
In classical context modeling, context for predicting is
arbitrary suffix of with length . A valid context model
over the -fold vector product of alphabet is defined to

satisfy the exhaustive and disjoint properties [15].
Definition 2 (Classical Context Set): Denote the set of

subsequences whose suffix is . is a valid context model for
the stationary Markov source if it satisfies:

i) Exhaustive property:
ii) Disjoint property: for any pair of contexts ,

.
Definition 2 can be extended to -directional case

, but only uni-directional and
bi-directional context models are available for tree repre-
sentation. To exploit the interlaced correlations of hetero-
geneous data, classical context models are generalized with
multi-directional structuring. Context with combinatorial
structuring is extended from the suffix of to arbitrary
combination of predicted symbols ,

, which enables conditional de-
pendencies based on arbitrary previous positions. To describe
contexts with combinatorial structuring, index set is introduced
to indicate the symbols contained in the contexts (or subse-
quences) in addition to their values. For example, the context
in the form of can be represented

with an index set . Consequently,
is generalized to the set of subsequences whose index sets

contain the one of context .

Letting be the set of all strings with a length not
greater than , arbitrary combination of predicted symbols can
be represented by strings in . Consequently, a valid context
model with combinatorial structuring is defined over .
Definition 3 (Context Set With Combinatorial Structuring):
is a valid context model with combinatorial structuring for

the stationary Markov source , if it satisfies:

i) Exhaustive property: for any subsequence , there ex-
ists context in contained in it, or .

ii) Disjoint property: for any subsequence , only one con-
text in can be found contained in it, or for any pair

in , ;
In comparison to classical context modeling, Definition 3 al-

lows a wider variety of context models, as there are
groups of contexts with length that contain . To notify,
we denote the -th group of contexts with index
set .
To fit the interlaced sources , Definition 3 can be

further extended to multi-directional cases, where the set of con-
texts in each direction is a valid context model with combina-
torial structuring. Denote the -direc-
tional context, where is arbitrary combination of previ-
ously predicted symbols. Naturally, its index set is extended by

where denotes cartesian product. A valid -directional con-
text model is generalized with multi-directional
structuring in Definition 4.
Definition 4 (Context set WithMulti-Directional Structuring):
is a valid -directional context model for interlaced sta-

tionary Markov sources , if it satisfies in each of its
direction:

i) Exhaustive property: for any subsequence in
-th direction, there exists in such that is con-
tained in it, or .

ii) Disjoint property: for any subsequence in -th
direction, only one in can be found such that is
contained in it, or for any pair and in ,

.
Context sets in Definition 4 are valid for multi-directional

structuring in any finite directions to utilize the Markovian
property of the interlaced sources. Here, contexts in each di-
rection are utilized to exploit correlations in one data stream or
a combination of several correlated data streams. Consequently,
GCM constructs the class of context models with multi-direc-
tional extension and combinatorial structuring, as defined in
Definition 4, to fully exploit the statistical correlations of the
heterogeneous data. Under the assumption of finite-order con-
text, model class is usually the whole set of context models
with maximum -order contexts.

(1)

Thus, the main problem in GCM is to select an optimal subset
of models in to predict heterogeneous data .

(2)

where is the measurement of predicting with
under the MDL principle.

III. GENERALIZED CONTEXT MODELING

GCM adopts multi-directional structuring to establish exten-
sive contexts with flexible structures for prediction. However,
these contexts cannot be represented with splittable structures
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Fig. 1. An example of model graph with depth and directions. (a) The complete trellis-based graph with nodes and
vertical slices. Each node is connected to its succeeding nodes with arrow lines; (b) Two selected paths (dashed and solid) and their branches in the model graph.
The two paths share two common nodes.

like tree, which will affect the efficient construction of context
models. In this section, model graph is developed to specify
and regularize the structures of contexts. Consequently, the es-
timated probability for prediction is proposed to weight over all
the valid context models.

A. Model Graph

For GCM with multi-directional structuring, model graph
is constructed to specify all the finite order combinations of pre-
dicted symbols as well as their restrictions in constructing a con-
text model. Each of its nodes is defined to be a valid context
structure, so that it can be represented with the corresponding
index set . Therefore, is defined to specify all the occur-
rences of contexts with its nodes based on Definition 4.
Definition 5 (Model Graph): Given depth and the number

of direction , the model graph is a trellis-like graph rooted
from -ary vector , where each node corresponds to
an index set for finite order combination of predicted symbols.
For arbitrary internal node , its succeeding node

in satisfies that
i) and ,
ii) for with .
In analogy, its preceding node satisfies that
i) and ,
ii) or for non-empty .
Definition 5 shows all possible context structures

for GCMwith given and . In , they locate in ver-
tical slices with nodes for the -th one. Fig. 1(a) provides
an example for model graph with and , where
each node is connected to its succeeding nodes with arrow lines.
Definition 5 restricts the selected contexts in the construction of

a context model, as it implies that contexts from the same path
in would violate the disjoint property in Definition 4. Thus,
for contexts with same values of symbols in corresponding posi-
tions, a valid context model can contain only one context from a
path. Remarkably, contrary to tree-like structure, paths in can
share some nodes. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the solid and dashed
paths have two common nodes. This fact implies that the pro-
posed model graph can represent extensive contexts that are not
splittable in previous literature.
Furthermore, degenerating contexts with empty components

are adopted in Definition 5, which means that contexts in GCM
can be composed of predicted symbols from any part of the
interlaced data stream. For example, nodes in the green box in
Fig. 1(a) represent all the context with directions. As a
result, GCM is adaptive to variable numbers of directions that
are not greater than .

B. Estimated Probability for GCM
The estimated probability for generalized context modeling

is obtained by weighting over the model class generalized with
multi-directional extension and combinatorial structuring.

(3)

where is the estimated probability conditioned
on context . For simplicity, binary alphabet is
considered, where is estimated by
counts of zeroes and ones based on context . Com-
monly, Krichevski-Trofimov (KT) estimated probability [39]
is adopted, which weights over all source parameters with
a -Dirichlet distribution. Consequently, it can achieve
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minimum average redundancy for the worst-case source pa-
rameters [40], [41].

(4)

KT-estimator can be computed in a sequential manner.

(5)

Such that, the estimated probability for each symbol is ob-
tained by weighting all based on con-
text .

(6)

where is the non-negative weight for . Without
prior knowledge, all the possible contexts with di-
rections and depth are considered for . Since the counts
of symbols in alphabet based on contexts with shorter length
can be obtained by merging those based on longer-length con-
texts, their weights can be compensated with a positive constant
. As a result, the weight for the context with length

is derived.

(7)

IV. MODEL SELECTION WITH MDL PRINCIPLE

A. Separable Multi-directional Context Modeling
Since the size of model class grows with in a polynomial

manner, it is complicated to obtain weighted probabilities for
prediction, especially when is large. Thus, separable context
modeling in each direction is considered to make the size of
model class grow linearly with .
Given -directional context , the

estimated conditional probability for and its
marginals , , satisfy that

(8)

where is the vector of remaining components of
after removing , and is their probability dis-

tribution. For clarity, we denote ,
, and . Consequently, can be ap-

proximated with the linear combination of . For
and , denote

and the vector of all pos-
sible estimated conditional probability and their marginals, re-
spectively. Equation (9) can be drawn from (8).

(9)

where is a coefficient matrix with its elements
determined by (11). By solving (9), Proposition 1 shows that
the probability distribution for contexts with multi-directional
structuring can be approximated by a linear combination of its
marginals.
Proposition 1 (Separability for GCM): In GCM, prediction

based on contexts with multi-directional structuring can be
made separately in each of its directions.

Proof: Please refer to Appendix A.
Proposition 1 implies that GCM can be achieved by com-

bining the context models with combinatorial structuring in
each of its directions. Thus, context-based prediction con-
ditioned on -directional context are separable. Actually,
since for , (9) is an ill-posed problem due to
underdetermined matrix . Notice that the rank of matrix is

, it holds that

(10)

where is a diagonal matrix featuring
’s eigenvalues. Equation (10) shows that only free

parameters need to be considered when estimating . The
elements of can be obtained by comparing (8) and (9).

mod
otherwise

(11)

where and is the contexts corresponding to -th
elements of . The elements of coefficient matrix are re-
lated to the distribution of contexts , which can be
considered as the prior of interlaced data streams. For prac-
tical coding, is approximated by maximizing the condi-
tional distribution with maximum entropy.

(12)

where and are the -th and -th component of
and , respectively.

B. Context Model Selection With MDL Principle

MDL proposes a generic description for model in terms of
codelength assignment function, where the best model is sup-
posed to describe with fewest number of bits.

(13)

where is the code length assignment function that
uniquely describes with model . It should be underlined
that MDL considers compressibility as an indirect way of mea-
suring the ability of a model to capture statistics of the data.
To meet with practical coding, ideal Shannon code length [25]
is commonly proposed for the code length assignment func-
tion. Since , in (13) indi-
cates the model complexity. Normalizedmaximum likelihood is
an elegant solution to model selection problem in MDL sense,
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which finds the optimal distribution that minimizes the maxi-
mized expected KL-divergence to the “worst case” distribution
[31].

where is the likelihood function, ranges over all distributions
with finite KL-divergence to , and is the ML estimation
of parameters based on . Therefore, the negative logarithm
of the NML distribution can evaluate context models in terms
of MDL principle.
As shown in Proposition 1, generalized context modeling is

separable with regard to its directions. Therefore, the model se-
lection problem can be considered independently in each of its
directions. Without loss of generality, NML function for con-
texts in the -th direction is considered. According to (5), the
estimated probability for can be decomposed as the product
of its symbols. NML function for arbitrary symbol ,

is developed.

where is the likelihood function for and is its param-
eter space.

C. Evaluation of Model Complexity
The log-NML function [42] can be approximated by

(14)

where is the order of and is the per sample Fisher
information matrix, whose elements are obtained by

(15)

Comparing (13) and (14), the model complexity is evalu-
ated by

(16)

This fact implies that the class of context models selected by
NML is optimal in the sense ofMDL principle [43]. Considering
themodel complexity in (16), the convergence of averagemodel
complexity depends solely on the Fisher information
matrix for parameter space as .
Assuming that the heterogeneous data is composed of in-

terlaced autoregressive sources with order and noise
variance , the asymptotic per sample Fisher information ma-
trix for source is given by [44].

(17)

where is the information matrix for coefficient space
of sequence and is the unit-variance process

autocovariance matrix. Such that the evaluation of Fisher infor-
mation matrix in (16) depends on . Denote

the autocorrelations of the -order AR model coef-
ficients . The eigenvalues of are in the form of

. Consequently, we can derive its determinant.

Based on the eigenvalues , is proven to be constant
with the growth of .
Proposition 2: Given heterogeneous data sequence gen-

erated from interlaced -th autoregressive sources with au-
tocorrelations , its NML estimation is almost surely con-
stant with the growth of .

(18)

where is the set of parameters constraining with
in the -th direction and is a constant

depends solely on .
Proof: Please refer to Appendix B.

Proposition 2 shows that the average model complexity van-
ishes asymptotically with the growth of . Recalling (16), we
can obtain that

This fact implies that the model selection method for GCM can
achieve the optimal code assignment under sufficient samples,
even though extensive context models are adopted by multi-
directional structuring.

D. Approximation With Sequential NML
Since NML function is obtained via a normalization over all

sequences of given length, it cannot derive random process for
efficient computation. Thus, sequential NML (SNML [45]) is
adopted for prediction in heterogeneous data compression with
asymptotically equivalent model complexity. For each symbol
, its SNML function is obtained by

(19)

The likelihood for is related with the estimated probability
based on contexts with combinatorial structuring.

(20)

Here, the estimated probability depends on the
count of the most-occurrence symbol. For example, the es-
timated probability by KT-estimator for binary sources is
obtained by comparing the probability of the emerging ‘0’ and
‘1’.

(21)
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Consequently, the negative logarithm of SNML function evalu-
ates the context models in the sense of MDL principle.

(22)

In (22), the first term of the right-hand side is the code length
led by context-based prediction and the second term defines the
complexity of describing the contexts in GCM. Algorithm 1 de-
scribes SNML estimation for model selection and context-based
prediction in GCM, where extensive contexts with multi-direc-
tional structuring are evaluated and selected for each symbol
on all the directions. The optimal class of context models can
be obtained by combining the selected contexts for each symbol
. Consequently, prediction based on such class of models

minimizes the MDL evaluation for .

Algorithm 1: MDL-based Model Selection for GCM using
Sequential NML Function

1: for do
2: for do
3: Generate context in -th direction from .
4: for do
5: Estimate for with (21).
6: Calculate log-SNML function for

with (20) and (22).
7: end for
8: Obtain with minimal log-SNML function.
9: end for
10: Obtain the context with minimal log-SNML

function.
11: Predict based on context .
12: end for

V. MODEL REDUNDANCY FOR GENERALIZED
CONTEXT MODELING

Model redundancy is led by specifying the actual context
model in the model class. In this section, we discuss the model
redundancy for generalized context modeling with multi-direc-
tional structuring.

A. Model Redundancy for Combinatorial Structuring
In this subsection, model redundancy for combinatorial struc-

turing is developed, where the number of directions is set to
one. Given the actual context model , the model redundancy
is upper-bounded.
Proposition 3 (Model Redundancy for Combinatorial Struc-

turing): For model class with maximum order , an upper
bound of model redundancy led by combinatorial structuring is
derived as

(23)

where is the size of alphabet and is the compensated weights
for contexts with various lengths.

Proof: Please refer to Appendix C.
Equation (23) implies that the upper bound of model redun-

dancy led by combinatorial structuring only depends on , such
that the per symbol model redundancy asymptotically vanishes
with the growth of . The upper bound can be also ex-
plained in the view of structure of . Since model redundancy
is led by specifying the actual model , its upper bound in-
dicates the cost for describing the actual model with maximal
size. In (23), the upper bound is achieved for the context model
constructed by contexts with length , which is the greatest
subset of contexts for constructing a valid context model.

B. Model Redundancy for Multi-Directional Structuring
The upper bound of model redundancy can be generalized

with multi-directional extension. Without loss of generality, we
discuss the -th directional case. Assuming that the maximum
orders of contexts are for all the directions. An upper bound
of model redundancy for -directional actual model is de-
veloped.
Proposition 4 (Model Redundancy for Multi-Directional Ex-

tension): For model class with number of directions and
maximum order , the upper bound of model redundancy led
by multi-directional extension is derived as

(24)
where is the size of alphabet and is the compensated weights
for contexts with various lengths.

Proof: Please refer to Appendix D.
Equation (24) implies that the upper bound of model redun-

dancy for GCM (with multi-directional structuring) is only re-
lated with the number of directions and maximum order
. This fact means that the per symbol model redundancy is

asymptotically forced to zero, as for .
Analogically, upper bounds the cost for specifying the ac-
tual model with number of directions andmaximum order .
The upper bound is achieved when the actual model constructed
by the largest valid subset of contexts. For -directional case,

contexts with length are required for each direction.

VI. CONTEXT PRUNING FOR MODEL SELECTION
Table I and Fig. 2 show the configuration of generalized con-

text models when the longest contexts available are 3 bytes,
where stands for the -th symbols from current symbol and
means that the symbol is chosen by the context models. For

greater , their tables can be analogically made according to
Table I. The selected contexts for each symbol are assigned
a weight, such that the estimation is made by weighting over
them. Also, the assigned weights are adjusted according to the
evaluation with SNML, as shown in (20) and (14).
To determine the optimal combination of context structures,

they are evaluated by comparing the performance obtained
when they are included or excluded in the prediction. Algorithm
2 shows the process for excluding those redundant context
structures. In each iteration, model classes based on various
context structures are constructed for prediction and their
performances are compared in terms of MDL evaluation for
context pruning. Fig. 3 shows the pruning results for four files
in Calgary corpus, which can be categorized into two typically
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Fig. 2. An illustrative figure for model No. 6 in Table I, where is the distance
from current symbol. A symbol is included as a part of the context when it is
checked.

TABLE I
GENERALIZED CONTEXT MODELS WITH DEPTH BYTES

Fig. 3. Context model pruning for four files in Calgary corpus, (a) bib;
(b) paper1; (c) geo; (d) obj1. For each file, context pruning is conducted by
a greedy algorithm, which excludes the least effective context model at each
timestep. The models are evaluated by the compression cost with regard to
their estimated probabilities.

distinctive kinds of contexts. In each figure, context structure
is iteratively excluded at each timestep, where the prediction
performance after excluding each one is compared to determine
the least effective context structure for prediction. In all the
figures, the prediction performance increases at first, then holds
in a period of time, and finally decreases sharply after a cut-off
point. This fact implies that for heterogeneous data compres-
sion, a selected model class performs better in inference with
less model complexity at the same time. In comparison to
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), the improvement of performance with a
pruned model class is more obvious in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d).
It means that the context pruning algorithm performs better
for heterogeneous data. Moreover, the predictive performance
after cutoff point degrades more sharply in Fig. 3(c) and 3(d),
which means that heterogeneous data, e.g., obj1 and geo , might
be predicted with a class of model to describe the interlaced
data streams. Consequently, generalized context modeling will
improve the predictive performance for heterogeneous data
compression in a more noticeable sense.

Algorithm 2: Context Pruning for Refining Model Class

1: Constructing the model class of context struc-
tures with their parameters and initializing .

2: while do
3: Calculating cumulative weighted probability based

on all context models with context structures as
shown in Algorithm 1.

4: Evaluating its cost in terms of MDL by cumulating
the cost for each symbol as shown in Algorithm 1.

5: Initializing .
6: for do
7: Excluding -th context model from and

calculating cumulative weighted probability
after exclusion.

8: Evaluating its cost in terms of MDL .
9: if then
10: .
11: Storing
12: end if
13: end for
14: if then
15: Removing -th context model from .
16:
17: end if
18: end while

VII. APPLICATION INTO HETEROGENEOUS
DATA COMPRESSION

A. Application Into Calgary Corpus
The comparisons between the proposed method and CTW are

made by evaluating their compression performance for Calgary
corpus [46], a collection of text and binary data files. The com-
pression performance for Calgary corpus is shown when depth

is 3, 4, 5, and 6 bytes, respectively. In CTW, both results by
zero redundancy (ZR) estimator and KT estimator are observed.
Table II shows the detailed results. In the table, improvements of
compression performance for text-like files (ASCII encoding)
by the proposed method tend to decrease with the growth of
depth . In detail, the gap between the proposed method and
the CTW estimators is about 4% to 6% for files, e.g., bib, book1,
book2, news, paper1 paper6, progc, progl, and progp in Table II,
but not more than 4% in Table II. However, it is not the case
for non-ASCII files. The improvements over the CTW estima-
tors are about 7%—9% for executable programs obj1 and obj2
and is up to 12% for the seismic data geo. Lite PAQ (LPAQ)
improves the compression performance of data with homoge-
neous formats by mixing variable-order context models with an
approximate matching model for long contexts. Table II shows
that GCM outperforms LPAQ by 6%-10% for non-ASCII files.
These results imply that the proposed models trivially improve
the performance of text-like data, while they perform better in
the non-ASCII files that contains complicated context structure
for prediction.
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TABLE II
COMPRESSION PERFORMANCE (BPB) FOR CALGARY CORPUS OBTAINED BY GCM, CTW WITH KT ESTIMATOR (CTW-KT), CTW
WITH ZERO REDUNDANCY ESTIMATOR (CTW-ZR), PPMD, AND PAQ WITH DEPTH , 4, 5, AND 6 BYTES, RESPECTIVELY

B. Application Into Executable Compression

Fig. 4 sketches the compression performance under various
depth , including text files bib and paper1, seismic data geo,
and executable program obj1. Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) show that the
compression ratio of all the schemes increases with the growth
of . However, Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) imply that the classical

methods like CTW estimators cannot exploit the correlations in
the sources with complicated statistics, even though is large.
Moreover, Fig. 4 shows that the proposed model with a length of
one or two bytes are both efficient in utilizing the correlation in
complicated contexts at the cost of moderate complexity in the
compression of Calgary corpus (each equivalent to a first order
or second order model).
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Fig. 4. Compression performance (bpb) comparison of the proposed method and CTW for four files in Calgary corpus, (a) bib; (b) paper1; (c) geo; (d) obj1.
Compression performance is obtained under depth .

TABLE III
GENERALIZED CONTEXT MODELS FOR EXECUTABLE FILE COMPRESSION

The proposed method is further evaluated by applying it
into compression of large executable files. Executable files
are composed of interlaced data streams describing various
data fields. Consequently, arbitrary structures of contexts are
allowed to exploit the multi-directional correlations among
them. In this application, is set to 4 for correlations in the
data fields of instruction opcodes, displacements, and imme-
diate data and within the instructions, respectively. In each
direction, depth is set to 6 bytes and the candidate class of
context models can refer to Table III. All the experiments are
made under a 3.2GHz Intel core-i7 CPU with 40MB memory
limitation. Table IV shows the compression performances for
the proposed method and other benchmarks, e.g., WinRAR,
PPMd, PPMonstr, CTW, LPAQ and PAQ [19]. It can be seen
that compared with CTW estimators, the performance gain
caused by GCM is about 12%-17%. Moreover, since we only
select a combination of models to lower the complexity while
maintaining compression efficiency, the time cost for GCM
is close to the CTW estimators, though it involves additional
models led by multi-directional structuring. It is noted that
PPMd and PPMonstr are the improved version of PPM, where
the former emphasizes on speed and the latter on modeling
for non-stationary data sources (executable files are only one
kind). Obviously, the complex context structure in the executa-
bles hampers the two PPM-based compressor in performance,
while GCM is obviously better, exceeding PPMd by 10% and
PPMonstr by 4% in general. As for the complexity in context
weighting, the proposed scheme is about 3 times the time cost
of PPMonstr. LPAQ provides a comparable results to PPMonstr
with a lower complexity, but there is a gap of 0.3–0.5 bpb in
coding performance between LPAQ and GCM. Considering
that the speed is about 100 KB/s-110 KB/s, however, it is
enough for many applications such as network transmission
with the 1 Mbps bandwidth. PAQ8 combines probabilities with
neural network, and thus, reaches a high compression ratio;
however, it also leads to massive computation and memory

Fig. 5. Proportion of Section Text in executable files.

utilization. While the proposed scheme is comparable to PAQ8,
its time cost is about one-third PAQ8. In particular, there are
about 1.7% and 1.4% discrepancies for ACRORD32.EXE and
PHOTOSHOP.EXE. It is derived from the reason that the size
of Section Text in the two files is less than the other executables,
the detailed proportion can be found in Fig. 5.

C. Application Into DNA Sequences Compression
In this subsection, GCM is employed on genomic data

compression. DNA sequences are composed of repeated patters
of four difference kinds of nucleotides, namely Adenine (A),
Cytosine (C), Guanine (G) and Thymine (T), with the excep-
tion of insertion, deletion and substitution. This fact means
that genomic data can be divided into repeatable patterns of
nucleotides and regular non-repeat regions. Thus, multi-direc-
tional structuring with is adopted. Table V shows the
results for the standard dataset in most DNA compression pub-
lications, where GCM is compared with Finite-Context Models
(FCM [47]), CTW+LZ [11], CTW [9], GZIP [48] and PPMd.
CTW-LZ improves CTW with Lempel-Ziv algorithm [49] to
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TABLE IV
COMPRESSION PERFORMANCE FOR EXECUTABLE FILES IN BITS PER BYTE (BPB)

TABLE V
COMPRESSION PERFORMANCE FOR DNA SEQUENCE IN BITS PER BYTE (BPB)

fit the structure of approximate repeats in DNA sequence, and
FCM rapidly captures variable-order statistical information
along the DNA sequences. Table V shows that the proposed
method performs better than all the other algorithms in average.

D. Computational Complexity
The computation complexity of GCM is based on and ,

which is proportional to the number of context models. To be
concrete, its complexity is for GCM with multi-di-
rectional structuring provided in Definition 4. It can be fur-
ther reduced with separable context modeling, which makes the
number of context models grows linearly with . Thus, the
complexity is in practical applications.
In practice, GCM operates on a PC with a 3.2 GHz Intel Core

i7 processor and complied with 9.0 with “DEBUG”
configuration. Table VI shows and compares the encoding time
for Calgary corpus obtained by GCM, CTW, PPMd, LPAQ and
PAQ. is set to one for a fair comparison to the benchmarks,
and the results are obtained under and , respec-
tively. It shows that GCM can achieve better compression per-
formance at the cost of 2 to 24 times and 4–10 time the com-
putational complexity in comparison to PPMd and LPAQ, re-
spectively. When compared with PAQ, GCM can obtain com-
petitive results with approximately 60% less complexity. These
facts imply that GCM can make a proper tradeoff between com-
pression performance and computational complexity.

VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose the generalized context modeling

for heterogeneous data compression, which adapts its structure
and parameters to the specific sources. The context-based pre-
diction is based on the subset of context models derived from the
alleged model class with dynamical pruning in terms of MDL
evaluation. The classical context modeling is generalized with
multi-directional extension and combinatorial structuring, such

that extensive context models are generated to exploit interlaced
correlations in heterogeneous data. In order to derive the es-
timated probability for prediction, model graph is designed to
constrain the adoption of contexts in GCM. For generalized con-
text modeling, the model selection algorithm for GCM is devel-
oped to obtain the optimal class of models in MDL sense, es-
pecially for data with large sizes. For generalized context mod-
eling, the model selection algorithm for GCM is developed to
obtain the optimal class of models in MDL sense. We also de-
velop the additional upper bound of model redundancy, which is
proven to be related to the number of directions and the max-
imum order of Makrov sources. Moreover, the potential of
separable prediction for GCM is demonstrated. Consequently,
the divergence between the class of selected models by SNML
and the actual distributions is proven to be independent of the
size of sequence.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1

Proposition 1 holds if (9) has at least one solution. Denote
the augmented matrix derived from (9). The

necessary and sufficient conditions that there exists at least one
vector satisfying (9) is

where is the rank of a matrix.
Firstly, we consider the coefficient matrix . Since

for , depends on the rank of its row
vectors. Denote the row vector corresponding to

in vector . For ,
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TABLE VI
ENCODING TIME (SEC) AND RUN-TIME RATIO OF GCM AND BENCHMARK METHODS CTW, PPMD, PAQ, AND LPAQ FOR THE CALGARY CORPUS

UNDER AND AND 6, RESPECTIVELY. RUN-TIME RATIO IS ASSESSED AS:

Since interlaced Markov sources are not correlated, the
subset for -th direction satisfies

(25)

where are the valid values for contexts in -th
direction. For any pair , it can be obtained from (25)

According to the construction of and , it holds
for any proper pairs and . This fact

means that, for any pair , cannot be represented by
the linear combination of . Consequently, the rank of
coefficient matrix is .
On the other hand, denote

the corresponding vector in the augmented matrix . For the
given sequence , its probability is fixed. Conse-
quently, it fulfills for arbitrary

Such that, it still holds that

(26)

Since , the rank of augmented matrix
is also . As a result, it draws that ,
which comes to Proposition 1.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2

Without loss of generality, we consider in the -th
direction. If the model order is greater than the actual order

of source , [50] shows that the ML estimator of
follows that almost surely as .
Since , it can obtain for ML estimator of

. For , the ML
estimator minimizes the KL divergence from the
actual distribution with order . Therefore, converges
to . This means that the Fisher
information matrix is constant with in the -th direction.
Moreover, it can be obtained from the convergence in the -th

direction,

(27)

Consequently, for ,

(28)

As a result, we can draw the conclusion that the NML estimation
of is constant with in GCM.

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3

Consider that the actual context model with number of
contexts and maximum order is in the model class .
The model redundancy led by combinatorial structuring is

(29)
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Combining (29) and (21), the weighted estimated probability in
can be rewritten in a product form.

(30)

According to (7), its upper bound is derived.

For over , its contexts are constrained.

Consequently, a tight upper bound for can be obtained by
solving

(31)

Such that the upper bound for model redundancy is developed

(32)

Only when and , , achieves the
upper bound.

APPENDIX D
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4

Denote the actual model in the -th direction with
number of contexts and maximum order . The model
redundancy led by multi-directional extension is

(33)

where is the multi-directional actual
model. Similar to Proposition 3, (33) can be rewritten as

(34)

Consequently, the model redundancy led by multi-directional
extension is upper-bounded.

Such that the tight upper bound for is obtained by solving

(35)

where is the -directional context, where is
the context in the -th direction with length . The upper
bound for model redundancy led by multi-directional extension
is derived.

(36)

The upper bound is achieved when and
for arbitrary and .
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